Virtual Learning Program on Enterprise Risk
Management
Background:
Risk Management (RM) continues to evolve, marked by bouts of
advancements, along with setbacks. Enterprise Risk Management
(ERM) resulting largely from private sector initiatives, promises to
potentially aid the advancement in RM and mitigate the risk of RM
failures. Although ERM is yet to form part of the regulatory play book
in an explicit sense, the recent regulatory emphasis on risk governance
and risk culture are arguably the core components of ERM today. On
another plane, while much of the risk management functions are
largely dictated or influenced by regulations, ERM as an internal
strategic program could potentially bind the silos of the risk
management functions. In that direction, therefore, ERM could
significantly raise the quality of banks’ ICAAPs which is the key
component of Supervisory Review.
Objective:
This CAFRAL Virtual Program (VP) seeks to explore and deliberate
upon these interesting dimensions of RM function, particularly in the
intersections of strategy, performance, culture and, above all,
governance and financial regulations. Starting with a quick review of
the basics of ERM, the VP will expose participants to the new frontiers
of risk related to cyber security, data privacy, outsourcing risk, climate
change risk, reputation risk and strategic risk particularly, as part of
conversations on Extended Enterprise Risk Management (EERM). This
program is meant for top and senior management executives including
directors on the Board and thus the learnings could have powerful
impact on decision making at the highest level.
Highlights:
In the above backdrop, the Virtual Learning Program will be covering
the following topics:
• ERM - Concepts and Evolution – Risk, Strategy and Performance
• COSO Framework, Basel Standards and ERM
• ERM - Risk Governance, Risk Culture, and Risk Messaging
• ICAAP, ERM and Supervisory Review
• Extended ERM of Third Party Risk and Cyber Risk Management
• Data Privacy, Data Risk and ERM
• Cloud Computing Risk and ERM
• ERM in the context of Controls, Audit and Compliance
• Climate Change Risk and ERM

Date: September 28-29, 2021
Time: 09:45 AM to 05:45 PM
Type: Online CISCO WebEx
Fees: Rs. 40,000/- + Taxes
For more details, contact:
Pramod Kumar Panda
Senior Program Director
Mob: +91 91300 14460
Email:
pramod.panda@cafral.org.in
Charulatha Ramesha
Program Officer
Mob: +91 9049045810
Email:
charulatha.ramesha@cafral.org
.in
Pushpalata Nadar
Program Officer
Mob: +91 77095 75481
Email:
pushpalata.nadar@cafral.org.in
Participant Profile
Board members, senior officers
and those associated with ERM,
audit, compliance, strategy,
integrated risk management,
credit, market, operational, IT
and cyber risk management,
ICAAP in Banks, FIs & NBFCs.

Nominations are now open.
For filing online nominations,
please click on the link below
http://cafral.org.in/UpcomingPrograms.aspx
Last date for filing nomination
September 27, 2021

Program Conditions:
 Program fee is payable before the program.
 Nomination may be cancelled up to five days before the program
 Banks may depute another Senior Officer if the nominated officer cannot attend the program.
Centre for Advanced Financial Research and Learning (CAFRAL)
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www.cafral.org.in

